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Dear Apex Leadership:
The Peak Sustainability Team (PST) began work on July 13, 2020 and hit the ground running! We envision the
Sustainability Program as a driver of initiatives set by the Town Council, Town staff, and community.
To understand the perspectives of Town staff on sustainability, the PST extended a hand to 25 department leaders
and hosted 17 introductory conversations over a 2-month period. Following the department leader conversations, the
PST sent an invitation to all 524 Apex employees for 2 Meet & Greet 1-hour sessions. The virtual Meet & Greets were
planned with the understanding that, in addition to department heads, every employee of the Town is a stakeholder
in sustainability. Additionally, the 4th Town Hall Rap Session was held in October and approached from a sustainability
angle, in which the PST participated.
In this report, an analysis and summary are included for the Department Leader Conversations, meet & greets, and
Town Hall Rap Session. The report concludes with potential collaborative Sustainability Program initiatives,
categorized by department. This report was created to present in our meeting with Town Manager Drew Havens,
illustrate results to Town staff, and aid in priority-setting for future Sustainability Program projects and initiatives.
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1
Sustainability
Team

17
Conversations

25
Staff Leaders

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Staff Leaders
Drew Havens

Shawn Purvis
Economic Development

Joanna Helms
Aug. 4th

Colleen Merays
Aug. 24th
Finance

Aug. 3rd

Communications

Building Inspections & Permits

Stacie Galloway
Sept. 8th

Aug. 7th

Keith McGee
Jul. 30th

Audrey Jones
Aug. 7th

Information Technology

Erika Sacco
th

Aug. 14th

Eric Neumann
Jul. 30th

Mary Beth
Manville
Aug. 6

Rudy Baker
Electric Utilities

Fire

Human Resources

Vance Holloman

Aug. 20

Marty Stone

Oct. 21st

Aug. 6th

th

Police

John Letteney
Aug. 17th

Mitch McKinney
Aug. 17th

Mark Griffin

Public Works & Transportation

Jose Martinez
Jul. 31st

Todd Mitchell
Jul. 31st

Pat Lechner
Jul. 31st

Water Resources

Mike Deaton

Aug. 20th

Jul. 31st

Parks, Recreation
& Cultural Resources

John Brown
Aug. 6th

Craig Setzer
Aug. 6th

Meeting Format

Planning

Dianne Khin
Aug. 4th

Amanda Bunce
Aug. 4th

Shelly Mayo
Aug. 4th
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To me personally,

sustainability is _______
















Minimalistic
Resiliency
Stability
Multifaceted in many ways
Not using or wasting unnecessarily
Recycling everything we can recycle
Sometimes associated with more work
Anything from energy in a building to fuels in
a vehicle or minimizing waste
Small things to help along the process like
lights, turning off vehicles, etc.
Renewable resources like solar all over the
Town
Solar power, electric cars and away from gas
powered vehicles, using less power like
lights
A concept that really means to place
practices, procedures, policies, and
implantation of things we can do that makes
sure our future is as good or better than we
have now
A good concept because we’re getting to be
such a large nation and world and there’s
better ways to do things and a lot of
opportunities to decrease the use of
resources


















A nurturing act
A buzzword
New to me
A mindset of my department
Impacted in every department we have
Something proud to be a part of
Something we need to do and have to do
How to use what we have now in a
sustainable way so the future can also use it
Taking care of ourselves, our community,
our future
Something that everyone has to work
together on to achieve a final end point
Having a good conscience about how we do
things
Allowing you to make sure there is always a
firm foundation
A balance between using existing tools more
efficiently and using new tools
Looking at how we do things from a different
perspective
A way to make sure you’re being mindful of
how you’re impacting the future
Environmental efforts to try to balance the
environment against the needs of the
citizens

{ “Meeting the reputation of Peak of Good Living” }
In my department,

sustainability is _______
Needing to be balanced
A mindset we have to work on
Something we have little time to devote to
Where the little things have got to be tied up
with all the big things
 Made up of reasonable people who want to
do the right thing
 Frontline workers who care about positive
and negative impacts to their work life
 Something most employees are impartial
about as long as their job isn’t made harder
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Something most would be open to
A topic with resistance to change
Maybe of initial concern, but will overcome
A learning curve for older generations
Something to educate employees about
One person at a time, somewhat dedicated
to the concept of sustainability
 Something that as leadership has changed,
so have the mindsets of employees, which
turns into more production from a
sustainability perspective
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 Something that some employees are
genuinely interested in, but that’s not the
norm
 Needing to model more of the behavior
aspect, like doing little things from recycling
to changing lights
 To recognize that no one likes change when
you tell them to do something, so it needs
more of an incentive-based approach,
similar to the Wellness Program

 Taking the education route to set
expectation and hold people accountable in
a nice way before going too strict
 Something most employees don’t care about
because they’re focused on the day-to-day
difficulty of their jobs
 Something some will embrace, some will be
reluctant to change, and others won’t know
what’s being asked of them but are open to
listening

{ “Leading by example” }
In the Town of Apex,

sustainability is _______
 Everyone for preserving the environment
and making sure it’s clean and healthy
 The strong desire to change the way we’ve
been doing things
 Applying the technology that involves
agreement from the majority
 Needing some policies to change or else
some people won’t save money by putting
on solar
 Where Town operations is just a part of the
machine – 60K+ people and 20K households
 Helping each other make decisions as a unit,
instead of us each bringing in our piece and
that’s it
 Investing in clean, renewable energy sources
(like solar and wind), clean cars (whether
they’re electric or hydrogen-powered),
limiting the requirements of people driving
to work, and increasing virtual meetings

 At equilibrium as an ecosystem
 Where outreach and education are main
initiatives
 Where education is needed for the entire
town to push the sustainability culture
 Educating the public so it will change Town
culture, which is more than any one
department can do
 Something with a common theme: Limited
vocabulary in sustainability because people
haven’t had time to devote to it
 Needing more small actions and making
them convenient
 When we need to do things that are good
but not to the point that its burdening others
because eventually you’ll lose support
 Taking advantage of the technology
available to minimize the footprint while
providing excellent service

{ “That humans need togetherness” }
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In the future year 2075,
a sustainable Town of Apex is _______




















Still progressing
Green and efficient
A place with more automated systems
A place where you can find housing
A place that you can still get around,
that’s not gridlocked
A place with downtown gardens and
people interacting
At a place where we’ve met all of the
Town’s sustainability goals we set
Reducing
carbon
footprint
and
improving quality of life
Not out of step with the rest of the world
A leader in energy cleanliness and having
a clean environment
Continuing to work on efforts to be more
sustainable
Meeting the needs of the people and
doing what’s got to be done to make
things happen
Different in the way we go about our
business, like not all driving to work
every day
Going to build a lot differently, look a lot
different, and be in a good place because
of it
A more affordable place to live with
environmental justice















Inevitable
Fiscally sound
More or less parks
Friends with George Jetson
Still green as far as having lots of
vegetation around, so just as green and
maybe quieter and more multi-modal
Changed in the way we do things so that
sustainability is not so high-cost and we
perform with a balanced and systemsthinking perspective
A natural setting where the ecosystem
takes care of itself and is balanced so
that it keeps thriving because of natural,
symbiotic relationships
Much more focused on technology and
non-vehicle solutions like walkability,
human-powered vehicles, bicycles,
sidewalks, trams, and something that
hasn’t been invented yet
Double the current size, so a larger
community with the desire to have what
we need to be able to work from home
more and have a shorter commute, be
efficient with water and sewer, have a
lean and efficient workforce, and be
efficient in consumption of electricity

“A leader in the area because we’ve proven ourselves
to be a community that cares about sustainability”
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Attend quarterly workshops to learn about cutting-edge sustainability practice
OR
Attend 1 annual training
Would You Rather:
Sustainability Workshops or Training
6
11

Quarterly

Annual

Participate in a sustainability working group with other department heads
OR
Invite the Sustainability Team to departmental meetings
Would You Rather:
Sustainability Working Group or Meetings
2

1

1

8

Yes, we'll take a seat at the table
No, I'll invite Sustainability staff to my Dept. meetings
No, invite Sustainability staff to weekly Dept. Director meetings
Neither
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Receive a quarterly newsletter on Sustainability Program news
OR
Receive current event emails after the Sustainability Team accomplishes a goal
Would You Rather:
Sustainability Newsletter or Email
1

2

1

1
12

Quarterly newsletter
Email upon accomplishing a goal
BOTH newsletter and email
Add Sustainability section to current Town employee newsletter
Neither

Collaborate with the Sustainability Team directly
OR
Identify key participants from your department to direct communication
Would You Rather:
Collaborate Directly or Identify Key Participant
1

2

4
4

Direct collaboration
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Identify participant

Both

Undecided
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Meet & Greet 1

Meet & Greet 2

Oct. 13th

Oct. 14th

9 Staff Participants

5 Staff Participants

Eric Neumann

Stacie Galloway

David Harden

Jamie Gregg

Patrick Lechner

Michael Smith

Mike Boyd

Joe Bendis

Preeta Nayak

Lisa Gerboth

Emily Schumacher

Marty Stone

Chad Lemasters

Madeline Cavenaugh
What We Heard

What We Heard
 Priorities:
o Community outreach
o Facilities workspace
 Incorporate no-idling fleet technology
on the sustainability webpage
 Utilize dashboard for tracking data

“Partner with local breweries to make mead
from local honey!”
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 Priorities:
o Education
o Water-efficiency technology
 We need motion-activated lighting
inside our buildings
 Majority of staff prefers to work from
home and likes idea of coming into the
office on occasion
 Start a conversation with the Chamber
of Commerce for general insight and
direction on sustainability in the Town

“There’s still more to do to go paperless!”
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A Town Hall Rap Session was scheduled on October 15 th with a message from Host Tru Pettigrew
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I think we’d agree that most, if not all of us, want to avoid the abuse or depletion of our profits,
planet, and people, so that we can meet the collective needs of today’s generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs within these same areas. The
challenge is in our ability (or willingness) to agree on how we go about doing that. So how do we go
about leveraging the power of inclusion via our diverse experiences, information, and intelligence,
in an effort to contribute to the greater good of both present and future generations?
Join us for this Thursday’s Rap Session to discuss the importance of hearing, acknowledging, and
considering perspectives that are different than yours, particularly in the area of sustainability,
where we may all share the same desired outcome, but not the same methodology for getting there.
Word Association:

Category Association:

Sustainability = ______

Sustainability Topic = ______













Longevity
Resilience
Recycling
Regrowth
Long-term thinking
Not wasting
Environment
Environmentalism
Maintaining
Ability to maintain
Maintaining an identified
level

Environment
Conservationism
Economic growth
Technology
Farming
Systemic
The opposite of systemic
failure
 Public safety service
 Quality-level of service to
the community
 Personal responsibility








Do We Prioritize
Environmental, Economic, and
Social Sustainability?
 Each “camp” contributes
to the balance of all, and
when one macro system
is imbalanced, all of the
systems are thrown out
of balance
 Not mutually exclusive,
they need to work
together – it’s about
education and leadership
 Need strong economics
and education

How should local government
take responsibility?
 Longevity
 Local has more freedoms
 Need financial incentives
or consequences to truly
change behaviors
 Can only take action
when codified in our
regulations
 Enforcement is key
 Educate first, correct
mistakes second, and
then use enforcement
Staff Sustainability Perspective Report

“Inspire people,
Create profit,
Conserve the environment”
“A balanced feedback loop”
“A culture which lies
within each of us”
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INITIATIVES: DEPARTMENT ↔ SUSTAINABILITY
Department

Top Initiatives




Identify current status, plans, and overlaps between
the Town and the community (e.g. mass transit, van
sharing for seniors)
Community outreach & education (e.g. facetime in
schools)
 Educating the public and thus changing the
culture
 Presence at town events/festivals
 Target children
Zero-waste town operation practices
Find middle ground for solar and electric fleet
Right-sized tree plantings
Cost-benefit analysis of projects
Support efforts, vision, and modeling for internal
sustainability and then transition it to community
Green revolving fund
Create off-ramp for employees in adopting new
practices
Partner with and support the community
Help move towards paperless, electronic practices



Education on recycling



Build incentivization program for businesses that
implement sustainable techniques and practices
Incentives program for small businesses for
sustainability
Coordinate with the Apex Downtown Business
Association (e.g. holiday shopping campaigns)
Pilot programs with corporate businesses
Environmental Stewardship Award
Implement efficiency standards in development
practices while maintaining affordability
Duke Energy audit to identify best energy efficiency
capabilities
Invest in Smart Cities technology
Assist with energy efficiency design for Tobacco store
replacement
Assist with energy efficiency design for downtown
firehouse replacement
Collaborate with property owners and contractors to
help educate and research sustainability practices and
provide a list of recommended contractors
Incentives program for energy efficiency (e.g.
refrigeration, lighting)
Assist Economic Development Department with
research, opportunity sharing (e.g. grants, best
practices), and 1-page infographics
Send surveys to small businesses





Administration









Building Inspections & Permits
Communications








Economic Development
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Electric Utilities








Finance







Fire





Human Resources






Information Technology











Parks, Recreation & Cultural Resources
Planning
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Provide a "Sustainability Tips" page to refer businesses
to early on (e.g. lighting, building paint color)
Track solar progress
Strategize how to implement a large solar farm
Collaborate with the Electric Department on
sustainability, efficiency, and clean technology
projects (e.g. solar, clean fleet, batteries, AMI)
Eliminate the remainder of paper use
Develop culture that understands the importance of
reducing and reusing
Education for the entire town to push a sustainability
culture and community
Assist Finance Department with research on
sustainability strategies
Help with reporting and data tracking
Education
Encourage efficiency mindset (e.g. turning off the
lights, waterless urinals)
Help design the next Fire Station #6 for efficiency and
smart energy design
Health and wellness (physical and mental)
Send monthly energy cost data with comparison
tracking
Seat at the table of the Wellness Committee
Zero-waste strategies at town events
Intelligent buildings (efficiency, grid-interactive, HVAC,
demand management)
EV integration and transportation technology (e.g.
fleet utilization, carbon emissions reduction solutions,
micro-transit, mobility as a service, smart charging,
load management)
Demand management platforms (e.g. peak shaving)
Stormwater management and flood prediction
Energy efficiency
Cyber security
Drone technology (e.g. analytics, artificial intelligence)
Smart transportation (e.g. parking, artificial
intelligence, analytics, integration)
Water technologies (e.g. leak detection, efficiency
plans)
Participate in the NC Cleantech Corridor group
meetings and help report on projects
Be the bridge to get two departments to work
together
Environmental education at future Nature Center
Community events
Help with internal zero-waste practices
Street trees
Heat island mitigation (e.g. painting asphalt)
Community education and citizen science programs
Plant native tree species
12 |
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Police









Public Works & Transportation

Water Resources




Large pollinator garden on Town campus
LEED silver status on all new Town buildings
Encourage working from home
Support "shop local" campaigns
Commit to becoming a Dark Sky community
Build a municipal community solar farm
New development
 Pre-zoning applications
 Encourage LEED for new residential
development
 Encourage use of pervious surfaces and
bioswales in parking lots in new development
 Require Low Impact Development and green
infrastructure
Work with school groups to replant trees and
maintain school sites
Consider solar-covered parking areas for Town parking
lots
Provide Action Plan with key performance indicators
identifying intersections of sustainability and public
safety
Education
Assist with research and data analysis as it relates to
clean fleet and sustainable practices
Collaborate with Todd on clean fleet research
Collaborate with Pat on smart infrastructure
Present project and cost-benefit proposals to Council
Facilities space study
Create a Sustainability Action Plan - Paint the big
picture of sustainability, set guideposts and
expectations, educate, and connect the dots
Help incentivize Low Impact Development practices
Serve as a consultant provide resources for all

BUZZWORDS
Education – 9

Clean Fleet – 5

Buildings – 4

Development – 3

Waste Management – 7

Economics – 5

Solar –3

Trees – 2

Community – 5

Efficiency – 4

Technology – 3

Incentivization – 2
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“Individual actions
COUNT.
What we do together
COUNTS MORE.”
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